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The metaphorical mapping of time and space has been attested in a variety of languages
and cultures around the world. Although much research has been devoted to documenting
variations in the direction and orientation of such metaphorical timelines according to
cross-linguistic differences, the inherent linearity of this model of temporal representation
is rarely called into question. The present study provides gestural evidence which shows
that speakers of Chol, a Maya language spoken in Chiapas, Mexico, do not conceptualize
time in terms of such abstract mental timelines or axes. A description of temporal reference and temporal gesture in Chol is provided, focusing on how deictic (past/present/
future) and sequential (earlier/later) relations between events are expressed in this language, followed by a qualitative analysis of the types of gestures that accompany these
kinds of temporal expressions. It will be argued that, instead of reﬂecting the metaphorical
mapping of time onto space in a timeline, temporal gestures in Chol often reﬂect the
aspectual semantics of the sentences where they occur.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction: Time and space in language and thought
The metaphorical mapping of time and space has been attested in languages as typologically diverse as English (Clark,
n
~ ez et al.,
1973; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999; Evans, 2004; Boroditsky and Casasanto, 2008; Tenbrink, 2011), Spanish (Lupia
~ ez, 2006),
2006), Hausa (Hill, 1978), Japanese (Shinohara, 1999), Wolof (Moore, 2000, 2006), Aymara (Sweetser and Nún
Hungarian (Radden, 2006), Mandarin (Boroditsky, 2001; Yu, 2012), and Marathi (Shinohara and Pardeshi, 2011), to cite a few.
Although some scholars have developed a more nuanced approach that contemplates that linguistic and cultural factors may
~ ez and Cornejo,
exert at least some inﬂuence in shaping cognitive patterns (Kendon, 1993; Evans, 2004; Boroditsky, 2011; Nún
2012), the conceptual mapping of the domains of time and space has sometimes been assumed to be a cognitive universal
(Clark, 1973; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999; Fauconnier and Turner, 2008). To date, studies that note the limitations of this
paradigm, focusing on the dissimilarities between the conceptual and linguistic domains of space and time are relatively rare
(see for instance Sinha et al., 2011; Galton, 2011) and tend to be overlooked by those who adopt an embodied view of
cognition.
One particular spatial conﬁguration that is widely attested in this literature is the conceptual mapping of time onto space
via “axes” or “timelines.” In most of the above cited studies, time is systematically portrayed as an axis or line along which
events are located, or as uni-directional movement (of an “ego” or of an array of temporal events) along a timeline. The
direction and orientation of the timeline vary across languages, resulting in three different types of timelines or temporal
axesdsagittal, transversal, and verticaldalong which the concepts of past/present/future and earlier/later sequential
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relationships are mapped. The sagittal axis, in which temporal sequence is represented as movement forward or backward
with reference to the speaker's body, is the most widespread cross linguistically. It has been attested in both Indo-European
(Clark, 1973; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999; Evans, 2004; Tenbrink, 2011) and non Indo-European languages such as Aymara
~ ez, 2006), Malagasy (Dahl, 1995), Wolof (Moore, 2000, 2006), Hausa (Hill, 1978), Japanese (Shinohara,
(Sweetser and Nún
1999), Marathi (Shinohara and Pardeshi, 2011), and Mandarin (Boroditsky, 2001; Yu, 2012). The transversal axis, in which
temporal sequence is represented as movement leftward or rightward across the speaker's body, has been attested in
~ ez, 2009; Casasanto and Jasmin, 2012) and in two
numerous Indo-European languages (Cienki, 1998; Cooperrider and Nún
Semitic languages, Hebrew and Arabic (Tversky et al., 1991). The mapping of temporal concepts along the vertical axis, in
which temporal sequence is represented as movement up or down with reference to the speaker's body, is cross linguistically
rare; it has been attested in Mandarin (Boroditsky, 2001).
Despite variations in the direction and orientation of these timelines, the characterization of the shape of time as a
“continuum,” an “axis” or a “line” seems inescapable. In Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980), it is widely
acknowledged that the metaphoric mapping of time onto space via axes or timelines has an experiential and physical basis. In
this view, the concepts of present, past, future and earlier/later relationships between events are elaborated in terms of the
front-back asymmetry in the human body. Given that the eyes are located in the front side of our body, and that the future is
"the present anticipation of an objective or goal" (Evans, 2004: 192), the future is usually conceptualized in front of the
speaker. By contrast, the past, already experienced, tends to be conceptually located at the back of the speaker.1 The conceptual metaphor “time is a line” (Shinohara, 1999), which has been widely attested cross linguistically, is thus assumed to be
the natural, inevitable result of human physiology and how we move through the environment. The present study questions
whether such metaphorical mapping of time onto space via axes or timelines is indeed a cognitive universal. Without denying
the role that physiology may play in creating the time-to-space metaphorical mapping, this study raises the question of
whether non-physiological factors, in particular linguistic structure, can have some kind of inﬂuence on how people think
about time and temporal relations between events.
2. Studying temporal cognition through gesture
A possible avenue for exploring the conceptualization of abstract domains such as the domain of time is the study of
spontaneous speech-accompanying gestures, because in gesture we can physically “see” time mapped onto real space. Given
that there exists an inextricable relationship among language, gesture, and mental imagery (McNeill 1992, 2005), a number of
recent studies have approached the question of the spatialization of temporal concepts by examining gestures that co-occur
with temporal expressions. The present research, framed in this recent tradition, uses gesture observation as a tool for
analyzing speakers' mental representations of temporal concepts.
Calbris (1985, 1990) was among the ﬁrst to thoroughly examine how temporal notions were expressed in gesture. She
argued that in the gestures of French speakers temporal duration was represented by a straight line (Calbris, 1990). In this line,
future events were located in front of the speaker and past events behind. Calbris also noted that sometimes speakers would
gesture earlier events to their left and later events to their right when they were arranging events in time, that is, when they
were locating events with respect to each other. Cienki (1998) subsequently reported the tendency of American college
students to gesture along an imaginary “timeline” that ran laterally from left to right. A crucial distinction between these two
axes or timelines seems to be that “the sagittal pattern is anchored to the deictic now, the moment of speech. The transversal
~ ez, 2009: 184). In other
pattern is not anchored in this way, but construes events relative to each other” (Cooperrider and Nún
words, how time is being referred to in speech has consequences for the kind of “timeline” used in gesture.
For the most part, converging gestural evidence from English, French, and even from Aymaradwhere the orientation of
~ ez,
the pattern is reversed, and speakers gesture future events behind their back and past events in front (Sweetser and Nún
2006)dseems to support the proposal that time is conceptualized in terms of space and, in particular, as a line. Although
much of the ongoing debate has been centered on the variation in the direction or orientation of these “axes” or “timelines,”
the inherent linearity of this model of temporal representation is rarely called into question. Yet evidence from some languages spoken in Mesoamerica and South America paints a different picture. In recent years fascinating new data on temporal
gesture have been reported for three Mayan languages, Tzeltal, Yucatec, and Mopan, and for a Tupi-Guarani language,
Nheegatú. In Tzeltal Maya, speakers occasionally point backwards over their head or shoulder for indicating past times, but
they also point to speciﬁc locations in the sky to indicate the time of the day (Brown, 2012). A similar pattern of pointing
towards the sky has also been reported for Yucatec Maya (Le Guen and Pool Balam, 2012) and for Nheengatú (Floyd, 2008).
When talking about the different times of the day, speakers of this Tupi-Guarani language point upwards at different locations
along an arch situated over their heads and oriented east-to-west. Gestural evidence from Yucatec and Mopan adds another
layer of complexity to the picture. According to Kita et al. (2001), in Mopan time ﬂow is conceptualized and gesturally
represented along the sagittal axis, whereas in Yucatec time ﬂows along a transversal axis, moving from right to left. By
contrast, Le Guen and Pool Balam (2012) propose that no such metaphorical timeline exists in Yucatec. They report three main
types of gestures co-occurring with temporal expressions in Yucatec: (1) The “here-now gesture… used to refer to precise

1
~ ez, 2006), where the future, which is what the speaker has not seen, is
One of the best-known exceptions to this model is Aymara (Sweetser and Nún
located at the speaker's back, and the past, which is what the speaker has witnessed, is located in front.
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space (waye’ 'here') and metaphorically precise time (now),” (2) The “distant time and space gesture… used to refer to distant
space… and metaphorically to ancient or future time” and (3) a “rolling gesture… used to refer to repetitive events and time
unfolding” and to cyclical time (Le Guen and Pool Balam, 2012: 271). According to these authors, none of these gestures show
a consistent directional pattern distinguishing past/present/future or earlier/later temporal relationships. Rather, “the
absence of a timeline in Yucatec Maya gestural space reﬂects… the way event succession is linguistically expressed in terms of
completion with no directionality. It also reﬂects the more general cyclic conception of time where events are thought to
unfold and replace each other in the same place” (Le Guen and Pool Balam, 2012: 271).2
The goal of this study is to determine whether speakers of another Maya language, Chol, gesture temporal concepts along a
timeline. In what follows I ﬁrst explain how temporal reference is encoded in Chol Mayan, focusing on how deictic (past/
present/future) and sequential (earlier/later) relations between events are expressed in Chol. I then conduct a qualitative
analysis of examples of gestures that occur with these expressions. It will be shown that when talking about events that
succeed one another in time, the co-occurring gestures do not pattern in a spatially consistent way that suggests initial events
to the left or behind the speaker, and subsequent events to the right or in front of the speaker.
The present study was conducted with speakers of Chol, a Maya language spoken mostly in the Mexican State of Chiapas
by approximately two hundred thousand speakers. Chol Mayans traditionally practice slash and burn agriculture and
cultivate maize, beans and squash in their milpas ‘cornﬁelds’. The data for this study were collected from monolingual
speakers of Chol in the municipios of Tila and Sabanilla. This area has a long history of multilingualism and interethnic relationships, and it is characterized by language contact among different Maya ethnic groups (Chol, Tzotzil and Tzeltal), and by
a generalized situation of diglossia where the majority of adults are bilingual in Spanish and a Maya language, but children are
increasingly being raised monolingually in Spanish.
3. Temporal reference in Chol
Philosophers of time and linguists have established a basic distinction between two different types of temporal relationships. In McTaggart's (1908) classic work, these are called “Series A” and “Series B.” The former refers to “the series of
[event] positions running from the far past through the near past to the present, and then from the present to the near future
and the far future,” whereas the latter refers to a “series of positions that runs from earlier to later” (McTaggart, 1908: 458).
The distinction between these qualitatively different types of temporal relationships is also conveyed in language. “Series A”
temporal relationships are usually expressed by the deictic category of tense, whereas “Series B” time is conveyed by
sequential language. A fundamental difference between these two categories is that “Tense relates or locates situations and
events with respect to the time of utterance, sequencing orders them with respect to each other” (Traugott, 1978: 373).
Chol predicates are not inﬂected for grammatical tense, but for grammatical aspect. The grammatical category of aspect
does not establish a locational relationship between the narrated event expressed by the predicate and the moment of speech,
as it happens with tense. The following example illustrates a Chol transitive predicate inﬂected for imperfective aspect where
there is ambiguity about tense:3

(1)

€’¼a
€ch
~
Wa
mi
k-mel-Ø-on
li
k-sa’.
here¼AFF
IPFV
A1-make-B3-PL1.EXCL
DET
A1-pozol4
‘Yes, indeed here we used to make/(habitually) make/will make pozol.’5

~
Although the ambiguity can often be resolved contextually, in absence of any deictic adverbials, the predicate mi kmelon
could refer to a past, present, or future time. Nevertheless, although Chol lacks grammatical tense, it has optional resources for
expressing “Series A” and “Series B” temporal relationships. Series A, or tense-like temporal relationships are conveyed in
Chol by the lexical class of deictic temporal adverbials. The expression of Series B time, or sequential time, is done by means of

2
Interestingly, in Zinacantec Family Homesignda ﬁrst-generation sign language documented in the Tzotzil Maya-speaking town of Zinacant
and"tomorrow" is signed "with an extended index ﬁnger which is rotated outward once in a circle" (Haviland, 2014: 256). The sign for "several days
later" or "a long time from now" is made by repeating the sign for "tomorrow," rotating the hand twice or more times. These cyclical spirals of the hand,
which seem to be morphologically similar to the "rolling gestures" reported for Yucatec speakers, in Zinacantec Family Homesign convey futurity (Haviland,
2014), but not repetitive events or time unfolding.
3
Ambiguity can often be resolved contextually. In these two examples, however, the predicates had a certain "atemporal" quality, thus making it
irrelevant whether the time of the narrated event is prior to, simultaneous with, or subsequent to the moment of speech. The speaker was describing the
general process of making pozol; the use of the Imperfective predicates in this context is roughly equivalent to the use of the Simple Present tense in English
for describing habitual actions, or in universal truth statements.
4
Abbreviations used for glossing: 1: First person; 2: Second person; 3: Third person; A: Set A (Ergative); ADV: Adverb(ial); AFF: Afﬁrmative; B: Set B
(Absolutive); CL: Clitic; CLF: Classiﬁer; COND: Conditional; DET: Determiner; DIR: Directional; EXCL: Exclusive; EXT: Existential predicate; FIN: Phrase ﬁnal
enclitic; IPFV: Imperfective; INCL: Inclusive; IV: Intransitive verb; N.CLF: Noun classiﬁer; NEG: Negation, negative; NM: Nominalizer/nominalization; PASS:
Passive; PFV: Perfective; PL: Plural; PREP: Preposition; PRF: Perfect; PROG: Progressive; PROSP: Prospective; REP: Reportative; R.N: Relational noun; SG:
Singular; SP: Borrowing from Spanish; SS: Status Sufﬁx; TV: Transitive verb.
5
Foodstuff which consists of a gruel made of corn boiled with lime.
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the syntactic mechanism of sequential predication (Rodríguez, 2014, 2016). The following are examples of utterances that
express a deictic relationship between the narrated event and the moment of speech (“Series A” temporal relationships), and
utterances that express the relative sequential order of two or more events, irrespective of the moment of speech (“Series B”
temporal relationships).

3.1. The expression of deictic time or “Series A” temporal relationships
Deictic temporal adverbials allow Chol speakers to disambiguate aspectual predicates and express the location of any
particular event with respect to the moment of speech. Table 1 presents a list of the most common deictic temporal adverbs in
Chol:
Table 1
Deictic temporal adverbs in Chol.
A'bi
€(l), yijka
€le
Ijk’a
~i
On
€
Sajma
Wajal(i)
€le
Wa'li, wa'ali, wa
Wale

Yesterday
Tomorrow, the next day
A long time ago
A while ago, earlier today, at an earlier time, on a previous day
Some/a long time ago, back then, before, in the past
Now, today, nowadays, in the present
In a moment

€le, wale, wajal(i), on
€, ijk’a
€(l)/yijka
€le, are deictic adverbials. These temporal adverbials “are
~ i, a'bi, sajma
Wa'li/wa'ali/wa
context dependent and have to be interpreted in relation to the utterance time” (Rathert, 2012: 238). In other words, they
€le
express “Series A” or tense-like relationships between the narrated event and the moment of speech. Wa'li, wa'ali, and wa
are allomorphs in free variation. They all indicate that the time of the narrated event overlaps to some extent with the
~ i, which indicate that the time of the narrated event precedes the
moment of speech. Their natural opposites are wajali and on
moment of speech. The following sentence illustrates the same imperfective predicate used twice, with two different
meanings: when accompanied by wajali it refers to the past; when preceded by wa'li it refers to the present. In this example
disambiguation between past and present is achieved through the deictic temporal adverbs wajali and wa'li:

(2)

€’b
€k’-Ø-lon
~
Sik’a
mi
k-pa
je’el
wajali,
Sugarcane
IPFV
A1-plant-B3-PL1.EXCL
ADV
in.the.past
‘In the past we used to plant sugarcane as well,
€k’-Ø-lojon
~
pero
wa’li
ma’¼ix
k-pa
SP: but
now
NEG¼CL
A1-plant -B3-PL1.EXCL
but now we don't plant it anymore.’
(Rodríguez, 2016: 286)

€, ‘earlier today’ locate the time of the narrated event before the moment of speech, whereas
A'bi, ‘yesterday’, and sajma
€(l)/yijka
€le ‘tomorrow, the next day’ locate the narrated event after the moment of speech:
ijk’a

(3)

~
A'bi
ma'an
tyi
k-mos-o-Ø
Yesterday
NEG
PFV
A1-cover-SS.TV.PFV-B3
‘Yesterday I didn't cover my tortillas'

(4)

~ ko
~
Che’
chon
wen
like.this
PROG
a.lot
‘They were being told like this earlier today…’

(5)

€ le
Yijka
lu’
(i)-lok’-el
next.day
all
(A3)-exit-NM
‘The next day all the ducklings came out’

ajle
say.PASS

lak-waj
A1.PL.INCL-tortilla

€…
sajma
earlier.today

x-pex
N.CLF-duck

3.2. The expression of sequential time or “Series B” temporal relationships
Another type of temporal relation between events is established in “Series B,” sequential time, where the location of a
particular event is determined relative to its position within a sequence of events. In absence of any deictic temporal anchor,
the relative position of two or more events can be inferred contextually. This mechanism is known as temporal anaphora
(Bohnemeyer, 2009) and it has been studied in Yucatec Maya, a language that does not have words for “before” and “after”
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(Bohnemeyer, 1998). In Chol, as in Yucatec, the mechanism of temporal anaphora is aspect-based. This means that in a
syntactically complex sentence formed by two or more predicates, the contextual determination of the sequential order of the
predicates is inferred partly from the aspectual inﬂection of the verbs, and partly from the syntactic structure of the sentence.
Elsewhere I have called this phenomenon sequential predication (Rodríguez, 2016). Sequential predicates are “syntacticprosodic units composed of a minimum of two predicates sequentially connected to each other by means of a temporal or
logical relationship, or a causal, conditional, or teleological relationship. Each sequential predicate consists of a minimum of
two verb clauses, which can be connected by parataxis or by means of a preposition, a temporal noun, or occasionally borrowings from Spanish” (Rodríguez, 2016: 286). In a sense, sequential predication can be considered a special case of temporal
anaphora, because which predicate is the anchor or “natural reference point” (Bohnemeyer, 2009) for the other is inferred
contextually, in absence of any other temporal adverbials. Sentence (6) is an example of sequential predication:

(6)

~ -ob,
Mu¼x
ju’b-en
IPFV¼CL
descend-PRF-B3.PL
‘Taken down (her skin),
mux
i-lok’-el
IPFV¼CL
A3-exit-SS.IV.NPFV-NM
(then) she goes out.’6

maj.
DIR

In a typical sequential predicate consisting of two verb clauses, each verb clause is inﬂected with aspect and one serves as
an “anchor” to the other.7 A number of combinations are possible, depending on the aspect inﬂection of each of the clauses
that form the sequential predicate. Based on the aspectual inﬂection of the ﬁrst verb, sequential predicates can be classiﬁed in
two basic categories, Perfective-based and Imperfective-based. In Chol, Perfective aspect is used to qualify an action as
complete, ﬁnished, punctual, and/or bounded, whereas Imperfective aspect is used for incomplete actions, habitual actions,
and general truth statements. As shown in example (1) above, Imperfective predicates do not specify in Chol whether the
action takes place in the past, present, or future, they just convey that the action is not completed. Thus, a predicate like mi
~ li ksa’, where the verb mel ‘to make’ is inﬂected for Imperfective aspect, can be translated as ‘we used to make pozol”,
kmelon
or “we (habitually) make pozol” or “we will make pozol.” But it cannot be translated as “the action of making pozol is
~ li
complete/ﬁnished”. This meaning would be expressed with a predicate inﬂected for Perfective aspect such as tyi kmelelon
sa’, which could be paraphrased as “we made pozol and the action of making pozol is complete/ﬁnished,” or “we completed
the action of making pozol.”
When the verb of the ﬁrst clause of a sequential predicate is inﬂected for the perfective aspect, it acts as anchor or
reference point for the temporal relationship established between the two predicates, as it is usually the case in temporal
anaphora. The perfective signals completion of an action or situation, and once this has been established, the situation
described by the second predicate follows. The predicate inﬂected for perfective aspect thus becomes the “departure point” of
the sequence established between the two verb clauses. Sentence (7) is an example of a typical Perfective-based sequential
predicate:

(7)

Ujty-i-Ø
pechom
Finish-SS.IV.PFV-B3
make.tortilla
‘Tortilla-making being ﬁnished,
mu¼x
kaj
tyi
IPFV¼CL
PROSP
PREP
(then) I start to sweep, (and) all (the other stuff).’
(Rodríguez, 2016: 287)

misuj-el,
sweep-NM

pejtyel,
everything

~ i.
jin
DET

The category of Imperfective-based sequential predicates is more heterogeneous than Perfective-based sequential
predicates. In this category belong all those sequential predicates which are inﬂected for the non-Perfective aspectsdthe
most commonly used are imperfective and progressive.8 Here the sense of sequence is often achieved iconically, since usually
the ﬁrst predicate is assumed to occur ﬁrst in the sequence of events, as illustrated in (8). Sometimes an anchor is established
as a hypothetical condition, which is expressed with a conditional clause, as in example (9). Finally, I have also found a few
progressive predicates serving not so much as “departure points,” but as “departure frames” for other situations: a situation or

6
This sentence is taken from a story about the X-Chejchejmbak, a supernatural character in Chol folklore who looks like a normal woman at daytime, but
at night she pulls down her skin, and goes around Chol villages scaring people, her body magically transformed into a skeleton.
7
Intonational contours are also important in sequential predication. There is rising intonation after the ﬁrst and/or subsequent predicates (if more than
two predicates are used), and falling intonation in the enunciation of the ﬁnal predicate.
8

For a complete description of other aspectual categories in Chol see Coon (2010), V
azquez Alvarez
(2011) and Rodríguez (2014).

6
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action is presented as unfolding or happening at the contextual occasion, and then some other situation happens, as illustrated in (10).

(8)

€x-Ø,
Mi
lak-ch’a
IPFV
A1.PL-boil-B3
‘We boil it (chayote),
mi
lak…
k’ux-Ø.
IPFV
A1.PL
eat-B3
(then) we eat it.’

(9)

€¼x
€l¼i,
~
~i
Mi
ya
an
jin
ala
COND
there¼CL
EXT
DET
child¼FIN
‘If/when there is already a child (if the baby has already been born)
entonse
mi
kaj
lak-loty-Ø.
SP: then
IPFV
PROSP
A1.PL-keep-B3
then we start to take care of him/her.’

(10)

~ kol¼bi
~,
Chon
tyi
ty’an
PROG¼REP
PREP
speak
‘It is said that he was talking,
tyi
bum
yajl-i-Ø
PFV
suddenly
fall-SS.IV.PFV-B3
(then) suddenly the man fell down.’

~i
jin
DET

~ ik.
win
man

As we have seen, in Chol there is no obligatory expression of Series A and Series B temporal relationshipsdpredicates can
be ambiguous with respect to when the narrated event takes place in relation to the moment of speech or to another
reference event. Nevertheless, the examples discussed in this section illustrate that in Chol there are optional mechanisms to
express these temporal relationships: “Series A” temporal relationships, or the location of the narrated event with respect to
the moment of speech, may be optionally indicated by deictic temporal adverbials. “Series B” temporal relationships or the
location of any given event within a sequence (before/after) can be done by means of sequential predication. If we wish to ﬁnd
out whether Chol speakers gesture lineally when talking about relationships between temporal events, we must take a close
look at the gestures that accompany these temporal expressionsdtemporal deictic adverbs, on the one hand, and sequential
predicates, on the other.

4. Timelines in gesture, culture, and thought
novas,
A timeline is “an information visualization tool for communicating a sequence of related events” (Coulson and Ca
2014: 200). This is true of graphic representations of timelines, such as the ones we are used to seeing in history books,
and it is also true of conceptual timelines, the ones that are arguably represented in speech-accompanying gestures. A
gestural timeline may consist of successive gesture strokes, as if the speaker was arranging, placing, or connecting events
along a line, or it may consist of a single gesture tracing a linear trajectory between two or more space-time locations. Fig. 1
illustrates a lateral timeline, with time ﬂowing left-to-right. In this example, a speaker of American English tells the story of A
Christmas Carol to an interviewer. As he says “the ghost of the Christmas past, Christmas present, and Christmas future” he
makes a series of repeated strokes with his right hand, each stroke moving further to the right. The three strokes are executed
with a vertical palm, they are perfectly synchronized with the words “past,” (1) “present,” (2) and “future” (3), and they
represent three different spatio-temporal locations along the linear continuum of time. The movement and shape of the hand
~ ez as “downward chopping gestures” (2009: 192) or
in this gesture is identical to those reported by Cooperrider and Nún
Casasanto and Jasmin's “relaxed karate-chop posture” gestures (2012: 664).

(11)

And they say that he will be visited that night by three more ghosts, uh...
the ghost of the [Christmas past, Christmas present, and Christmas future]9
1
2
3

9
Square brackets are used as the standard convention to mark the duration of the gesture, left bracket marks the onsetdor preparation phase, if it has
itd and right bracket marks the end of the main strokedor retraction phase, if it has it. I use underlining to show the peak of the gesture stroke; in
examples like (11), multiple underlining reﬂects a multi-stroke gesture unit.
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Fig. 1. Lateral timeline in American English.

In this gesture, past/present/and future are represented as three collinear points that can be “hit” by the speaker. Arguably,
the gesture may also represent the relative ordering of past, present and future, with earlier events (past) gestured leftwards,
and later events (future) gestured further to the right. Even though the past is not located at the speaker's left periphery, it is
the leftmost collinear point in the timeline.
This gestural representation of time may seem rather intuitive, specially because of the widespread (albeit relatively
recent) use of timelines as visual artifacts to represent the ﬂow of time. Yet, as “natural” and intuitive as timelines may seem,
there is nothing “natural” about the spatial construal of time in the form of a line (Lee, 1950; Leach, 1961; Rosenberg and
Grafton, 2010). In Western cultures, the philosophical underpinnings of the linearity of time can be found in Newtonian
 pez, 2019), but the use of the timeline as a visual representation of the
mechanics and Kantian metaphysics (Rodríguez and Lo
ﬂow of historical time is even more recent, and dates from the mid-eighteenth century (Rosenberg and Grafton, 2010). One of
the ﬁrst graphic representations of the ﬂow of time in the form of a timeline can be found in Priestley's A Chart of Biography
(1765), a chronological chart where historical dates are placed horizontally along two straight lines at the top and bottom of
the page, with earlier events located at the left and later events located at the right. The timelines are divided in regular
intervals of one-hundred years that conveniently allow readers to “measure” time. Between these two timelines, a myriad of
smaller lines represent the beginning and end of the lives of illustrious ﬁgures, from politicians and kings to philosophers and
artists. After Priestly's inﬂuential work, “most readers simply assumed the analogy between historical time and measured
graphic space” (Rosenberg and Grafton, 2010: 126). Yet, although very widespread, the use of this kind of timelines as visual
artifacts that represent the arrangement of events within the continuum of time is not universal. It is also not, I argue, the
exclusive product of sensorimotor experience. The following sections illustrate different types of gestures that co-occur with
temporal speech in Chol Mayan, which are substantially different from the gesture illustrated in Fig. 1 above. As will be shown,
in these gestures speakers do not point, trace, enact movement, place characters or objects along an implied lateral, sagittal,
or vertical timeline, or connect points along such a timeline.
5. Temporal gestures in Chol Mayan
In a gestural timeline, a locational relationship is established between a minimum of two eventsda narrated event and
some other reference event. As we have seen, in Chol this kind of locational relationship between two events can be expressed
with utterances that contain deictic temporal adverbs (which express deictic, “Series A” temporal relationships between a
narrated event and the moment of speech) and with sequential predicates (which express sequential, “Series B” temporal
relationships between events, irrespectively of the moment of speech). These are, therefore, the most likely grammatical
environments to look for gestural timelines in Chol, if they exist at all.
In order to analyze the types of gestures co-occurring with deictic temporal adverbs and with sequential predicates in
Chol, speech and gesture data were collected from semi-structured interviews with three monolingual and non-literate
speakers of Chol. The interviews were conducted in Chol by the author, but a bilingual assistant was always present in
case something needed to be clariﬁed. The semi-structured interviews consisted of a number of open-ended questions which
aimed at eliciting different types of temporal speech; for instance, the speakers were asked questions about how to prepare
certain types of food, agricultural and festival cycles, differences between how things used to be “before” and how things are
“now,” events from their lives which happened long time ago, and traditional stories. The semi-structured interviews were
transcribed and processed with Transana, a software program for the qualitative analysis of audio and visual data designed to
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align text with images. A database was then created to register all the sentences from these three speakers that contained
either temporal adverbs or sequential predicates; a total of 176 utterances containing temporal referenced123 sentences
with deictic temporal adverbs, and 53 sequential predicatesdwere analyzed. Two independent coders examined the utterances that contained speech-accompanying gestures, and classiﬁed those gestures. Cohen's Kappa reliability test was
performed in order to measure intercoder agreement. Table 2 shows a summary of the utterances analyzed.
Table 2
Summary of utterances analyzed.

Temporal Deictic Adverbs
Sequential Predicates
All

Gestured

Utterances that contained no accompanying gestures

Total

% of non-gestured utterances

25
46

98
7

123
53
176

79.7%
13.2%

Based on these data, the following is a qualitative analysis of the types of gestures co-occurring with deictic temporal
adverbs and with sequential predicates respectively.
5.1. Gestures co-occurring with deictic temporal adverbs
As Table 2 shows, most of the time, deictic temporal adverbs were not accompanied by gesture. Out of a total of 123 deictic
temporal adverbs analyzed, 98 did not have a co-occurring gesture (79.7%). The 25 gestures that occurred with deictic
temporal adverbs were classiﬁed by two independent coders as (1) beatsdgestures that rhythmically accompany speech and
consist of "small, low energy, rapid ﬂicks of the ﬁngers or hand" but "do not present a discernible meaning" (McNeill, 1992:
80); (2) imagisticdgestures that convey some kind of imagery, iconically or metaphorically representing or enacting the
content of speech10d; and (3) pointing gestures.11 We included in this sample every gesture that occurred in synchrony with
a deictic temporal adverb. Because deictic temporal adverbs in Chol are one-word expressions and they are pronounced
relatively quickly, in some cases, the gesture stroke co-occurred exactly with the adverb, and in other cases, the gesture was
initiated less than a second before the adverb had been pronounced, or it was being retracted as the adverb was pronounced.
To be maximally conservative, these instances were also included in the dataset of speech-gesture units that were analyzed by
the coders, and thus the categories of (4) “preparation” and (5) “retraction” were added to account for those gestures where
the main stroke co-occurred with some other part of speech, but the hand was moving as the deictic temporal adverb was
being pronounced. Table 3 shows the cross-section of gestures co-occurring in synchrony with deictic temporal adverbs.12
Table 3
Cross-section of gestures co-occurring with deictic temporal adverbs.
Coder 2

Beats
Imagistic
Pointing
Preparation
Retraction
All

Coder 1

All

Beats

Imagistic

Pointing

Preparation

Retraction

7
1
0
0
0
8

0
2
0
0
0
2

0
0
4
0
0
4

0
0
0
4
0
4

0
0
1
0
6
7

7
3
5
4
6
25

Cohen's Kappa Score: 0.89.

As Table 3 shows, there was very strong intercoder agreement on the kind of gestures that accompany deictic temporal
adverbs (Cohen's Kappa ¼ 0.89 p < .001). Coders strongly agreed that the most common gesture forms were beats, or were
part of the preparation or retraction phase of a gesture that co-occurred with a contiguous word. In those instances where the
main gesture stroke was synchronized with another word contiguous to the deictic temporal adverb, the gesture illustrated
the contiguous word with which it co-occurred, and not the temporal adverb. The very few times in which a gesture occurred
in synchrony with a deictic temporal adverb and showed some form of imagery connected with the content of speech, the cooccurring gesture did not seem to show any consistent spatialization of events along a timeline, as the examples discussed
below will illustrate. The coders were also asked to record whether, regardless of gesture type, they saw a timeline represented in each of those gestures. The response was “no” for both coders in all the instances they analyzed. While uttering
deictic temporal adverbs, speakers did not point, trace, enact movement, place characters or objects along an implied
timeline, or connected points along such a timeline.

10

In McNeill's classic typology these are “iconic” and “metaphoric” (McNeill, 1992).
Although the focus of this article is the analysis of the gestures made by the hands, I did not observe any relevant accompanying gestures or pointing
with the lips. The role of gaze accompanying pointing gestures is discussed later in example 13.
12
Coder 1 responses for each gesture type are recorded in the bottom row. Coder 2 responses are recorded in the rightmost column. The diagonal shows
number of gestures agreed by both coders for each gesture category.
11
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Fig. 2 represents an example of a gesture occurring with a deictic temporal adverb. To give the reader a sense of the
discursive context, immediately before saying sentence (12) the speaker had been explaining to an interviewer how her
family, after experiencing many calamities, decided to change their religious afﬁliation. Back then, she explains, they were not
Christians, and terrible things happened to them. She lost two sons, there were droughts and the food was not enough, there
was a lot of sickness. But their lives changed for the best when they became Christians. In the sentence “because of that, now
we are there” the accompanying gesture is an example of an Open Hand Supine (“palm up”) with lateral movement gesture,13
an imagistic gesture in which “the hands, moving away from one another, withdraw from the speaker's central and frontal
space” (Kendon, 2004: 265). This gesture is performed as a rapid two-handed, palm-vertical lateral movement, with the
ﬁngers slightly separated. The forearms are extended, ﬁrst outwards, then inwards, in an open-and-close action (see Fig. 2).

(12)

€ ]le¼yi]
~ -on
~
[ya’
an
ili
wa
there
EXT-B1
DET
now¼FIN
[Open Hand Supine (lateral movement)]
‘Because of that, now we are there
~,
ta’
meku
k’extyi-yi-yon
PFV
AFF
change-SS.IV.PFV-B1.PL.INCL
yes, we changed indeed,
~ ik
ma’an
lajal
bajche’
wajali.
NEG
the.same
like
back.then
it's not the same like back then.’
~ ¼meku
Jin
DET¼AFF

~
cha'an
PREP

Fig. 2. Open Hand Supine with lateral movement gesture co-occurring with deictic temporal adverb.

According to Kendon, Open Hand gestures are those where “…the handshape is ‘open’. That is, the hand is held with all digits
extended and more or less adducted (they are not ‘spread’)” (Kendon, 2004: 248). There are many different types of Open Hand
gestures, which morphologically can be grouped into two families; the Open Hand Supine family, comprised of different types
of ‘palm up’ gestures, and Open Hand Prone family, an array of diverse ‘palm down’ gestures. One of the contexts in which Open
Hand Supine with lateral movement gestures are commonly found is when something is presented as obvious (Kendon, 2004).
It seems plausible that in this context, this gesture may fulﬁll the metapragmatic function of presenting the change of religion as
the obvious solution to the calamities the family had gone through. Once they changed their religion, all the problems faded
away, the speaker says, and that's why “now we are there” (“there” in this context refers to the new religion). The gesture may
also possibly reﬂect the speaker's unwillingness to add anything else to the story. This is coherent with the discursive context, as
she says one more concluding sentence (a repetition of the theme “we changed”) and then she closes her conversational turn,

13

I thank Adam Kendon for this suggestion.
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bringing both hands back to rest position in her lap and directing her gaze towards her interlocutor, as if signaling that the
conversational ﬂoor is now open. This is also semantically coherent with the general theme of these gestural forms, which is
that of “removing the hands from the arena of action” (Kendon, 2004: 275). In any case, the gesture does not seem to have
temporal meaning, or to show any kind of spatialization of the narrated event along an implied timeline, even though the time
€le 'now.' The deictic adverb wajali 'back
of the sentence is anchored to the moment of speech by means of the deictic adverb wa
then, in the past,' which will be used in the next sentence, does not have a co-occurring gesture.
5.2. Gestures co-occurring with sequential predicates
In contrast to deictic temporal adverbs, which are rarely gestured, sequential predicates are often accompanied by
spontaneous gestures: 86.8% of the sequential predicates analyzed had co-occurring gestures. Given that sequential predicates are syntactic units that consist of two or more verbal predicates and their complements, they are substantially longer
than deictic temporal adverbs, and more than one gesture can occur within a single sequential predicate. Thus, a total of 74
gestures were found to occur within the 46 sequential predicates analyzed.14 Example 13, which will be discussed below,
shows a sequential predicate with two co-occurring gesture units:
(13)

€ch
€n
€-Ø],
~ -a
[Mi
tsa’¼a
tsa
COND
PFV¼AFF
cool.down-SS.IV.PFV-B3
[Gesture 1 (imagistic): Palm vertical stroke, moving down-up-down]
'If/when indeed it has cooled down/once it has ﬁnished cooling down

€k-Ø
€ la
€
[Mu¼x
majl-el
k-sa
ka
ja’]
IPFV¼CL
go-NM
A1-wash-B3
PREP
water
[Gesture 2 (imagistic): Open-ended semi-circular gesture moving from bottom-up]
(then) I go to wash it close to the river'

Table 4 shows the categorization of the 74 gestures co-occurring with sequential predicates made by two independent
coders. Cohen's Kappa value shows strong agreement between the coders (Cohen's Kappa 0.7 p < .001). Most of the gestures
co-occurring with sequential predicates are imagistic, followed by pointing gestures. Coders were also asked to record
whether each of the analyzed gestures represented a timeline. As with deictic temporal adverbs, for both coders the answer
was “no” in all 74 instances analyzed.
Table 4
Cross-section of gestures co-occurring with sequential predicates.
Coder 2

Beats
Imagistic
Pointing
All

Coder 1

All

Beats

Imagistic

Pointing

6
1
0
7

3
42
0
45

5
3
14
22

14
46
14
74

Cohen's Kappa score: 0.70.

Most of the imagistic gestures co-occurring with sequential predicates are gestures that enact or iconically represent the
content of speech, or gestures that reﬂect a qualitative contrast between perfective and non-perfective events. When the
predicates are Imperfective-based (the reference event is expressed by a progressive or imperfective predicate), speakers
usually point at objects, persons, or elements of the landscape that have some kind of relationship with the action that is
being described in the utterance, but these gestures do not have temporal meaning. The following example illustrates a
pointing gesture co-occurring with an Imperfective-based sequential predicate. In (14), the speaker is describing the process
of making coffee. At this point in the conversation she explains to the interviewer that coffee must be boiled before it can be
drunk. She expresses this idea with a sequential predicate in which the two events “we boil it, (then) we drink it” are inﬂected
for imperfective aspect. The speaker is sitting in a relaxed position facing her interlocutor, but as she says “we boil it (coffee)”
she directs her gaze towards the hearth in the kitchen, where coffee-boiling usually takes place, turning her head at a ninetydegree angle to face the hearth. At the same time, she directs her right hand, with the palm facing upwards, towards the
hearth (see Fig. 3).

14
Two gesture units were considered to be independent when 1) The hands would return to rest position after making the ﬁrst gesture and before
initiating the second gesture or 2) The second gesture could depart from a post-stroke hold, but its kinesic structure (directionality, position and shape of
the hand) was completely different from the preceding gesture.
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(14)

11

€x-Ø-la,
€x-Ø-la],
[Mi
k-cha
mi
k-cha
IPFV
A1-boil-B3-PL1.INCL
IPFV
A1-boil-B3-PL1.INCL
[Open Hand Supine (palm up) pointing towards the hearth in the middle of the kitchen]
‘We boil it, we boil it,
€x-Ø-la,
mu¼ku
k-cha
kape-Ø-la
IMPF¼AFF
A1-boil-B3-PL1.INCL
drink-B3-A1.PL1.INCL
Yes, we boil it, (then) we drink it’

Fig. 3. Pointing gesture co-occurring with Imperfective-based sequential predicate.

This is a clear example of an Open Hand Supine (“palm up”) pointing gesture (Kendon, 2004). This pointing gesture is
ample as it is performed with the entire arm, not just with the forearm, and it is accompanied by the speaker's gaze. According
to Kendon, the use of Open Hand Supine in pointing means that “the speaker is typically pointing to some object as if it were
being ‘presented’ to the interlocutor as something that should be looked at or inspected” (2004: 211). In this sequential
predicate, there is no accompanying gesture for the second event, “then we drink it.” As she utters those words the speaker
brings her hand to rest position and directs her gaze back to her interlocutor. In this gesture, the speaker is simply “presenting” or “displaying” the hearth of the kitchen to her interlocutor. She is not pointing at two spatio-temporal locations that
represent metaphorically the events described in the utterance, or arranging the described events along an imaginary
timeline. There is therefore no gesture referring to the temporal relationship between the two events of “boiling” and
“drinking.”
In the following example shown in Fig. 4, another Imperfective-based sequential predicate, a woman explains to the
interviewer that, in the past, there used to be many deaths in the area. She reckons that the reason for this may be that, after
becoming intoxicated, people would get into ﬁghts. The utterance expresses a temporal relationship between two events:
getting drunk (in the road) and killing each other (ﬁrst the drinking, then the killing). However, the accompanying gesture
does not have temporal meaning, it refers to "the road," where the drinking and killing take place. While the speaker says
“there at the road,” she lifts her left forearm and points towards the real location of the “road” (which is behind her) with an
index ﬁnger extended. This pointing gesture is accompanied by a slight tilting of the head to the right. The onset of the stroke
is timed with the adverb “there,” and the pointing at the road is perfectly synchronized with the word “road.” There is no
post-stroke hold; after saying “road” and pointing at the road, she immediately brings her forearm down to rest position in
her lap (see Fig. 4).
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(15)

Che’
li
mi
tanto
like.this
DET
IPFV
SP:so.much
‘As they would drink so much alcohol
[ya’
tyi
bij¼i],
ADV
PREP
road¼FIN
[Pointing with Index Finger Extended]
[there at the road]
€ns-an
~ -tyel-o’
mi
i-tsa
IPFV
A3- kill-SS.DTV.NPFV-PAS-PL3
(then) they were killed’

i-jap- Ø-o(b)
A3-drink B3-A3.PL3

lembal
alcohol

Fig. 4. Pointing gesture co-occurring with Imperfective-based predicate.

As can be seen in the examples discussed above, pointing gestures that co-occur with Imperfective-based sequential
predicates like (14) and (15) often have referential, spatial, and pragmatic meaning, but not temporal meaning. These are not
abstract points that represent metaphorically the events described in the utterance, or how the speaker arranges the
described events along an imaginary timeline, but rather, an “enactment” of the landscape.
When sequential predicates are not accompanied by pointing gestures, they sometimes have co-occurring gestures that
depict or enact some aspect of the actions described by the predicates with which they occur. In the following example, a
woman describes how she washes clothes at the river. In her sentence, the ﬁrst event is “crushing” the soap, and the subsequent event is “making foam”. As she says “we go to crush it” she makes a “pounding” gesture with two clenched ﬁsts. She
ﬁrst raises her right ﬁst above her left and as she says “we go to crush it” she progressively brings her right ﬁst down, while
repeatedly “pounding” it against her left.15 The second gesture co-occurs with the second predicate, “it makes foam.” As she
says “it makes” she turns both palms down and quickly moves both hands laterally away from her body, separating both
palms and the ﬁngers slightly (see Fig. 5).

(16)

15

~
[Jin
mi
k-maj
laj-ku-Ø
DET
IPFV
A1-go
A1.PL-crush-B3
[Imagistic “pounding” gesture]
'[That (the soap) we go to crush it in the river]
€k’-Ø]
mi
[iy-a
i-lojk
IPFV
A3-give-B3
A3-foam
[OHP-horizontal palm gesture]
(then) [it makes] foam'

ya’
ADV

tyi
PREP

ja’¼i]
river¼FIN

This gesture is very similar to the sign for “hammer” (noun) reported in a family homesign system in Zinacantan (Haviland, 2013: 330).
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Fig. 5. Non-temporal gestures accompanying Imperfective-based sequential predicate.

This gestural form is morphologically similar to the Open Hand Prone (“palm down”) family of gestures, in which “the
open hand is held so that the palm faces horizontally downwards or at an oblique angle, depending upon the degree of ﬂexion
of the elbow. In all cases the hand is moved in a rapid horizontal lateral movement, away from the midline of the speaker's
body” (Kendon, 2004: 255). The Open Hand Prone gestures can be found accompanying “universal statements that exclude all
other possibilities” (Kendon, 2004: 258). Although we cannot presume that the meaning of these open hand gestures can be
generalized to all communicative traditions, at least in this particular example the Open Hand Prone gesture appears in a
similar context to the "universal statements" described by Kendon: when one breaks up some soap and mixes it with water, it
gives foam. Alternatively, this second gesture could also depict iconically the spreading of foam. But in either case, it seems
clear that the gestures that accompany the two predicates, "crushing soap" and "making foam" are not collinear points along
an imaginary timeline. The speaker is not pointing, tracing, enacting movement, or placing these two separate events along
such a timeline.
A third type of gestures occurring with sequential predicates are those that reﬂect the aspectual semantics of the
predicates with which they co-occur. The next example illustrates a qualitative contrast between an “anchor” event,da
perfective predicate which signals a ﬁnished, bounded event, which is spatialized in the gesture as a deﬁnite location that
the speaker can point at, and which is executed with a vertical strokedand the second event, an imperfective predicate
which is metaphorically represented by an open-ended "tracing" gesture. In this conversation, the speaker is asked to
describe in detail the process of making pozol, a corn drink. Having explained all previous steps, in this sentence she talks
about the part of the process when the boiled corn cools down, and after it has cooled down, it is washed again. In this
example, the ﬁrst predicate that refers to the “anchor” event, the cooling of pozol, is inﬂected for perfective aspect, and
the second event, the washing of pozol, is inﬂected for imperfective aspect. The gesture that co-occurs with the perfective
clause “if/when it has cooled down/once it has ﬁnished cooling down” is a vertical stroke repeated twice, hitting a point
right in the central space in front of the speaker's body. The stroke is performed with a vertical palm facing inwards, the
four ﬁngers held together and the thumb slightly separated, pointing away from the midsection of the speaker's body. The
forearm moves vertically up and down (see Fig. 6).

(17)

€ch
€n
€-Ø],
~ -a
[Mi
tsa’¼a
tsa
COND
PFV¼AFF
cool.down-SS.IV.PFV-B3
[Palm vertical stroke, moving down-up-down]
'If/when indeed it has cooled down/once it has ﬁnished cooling down
€k-Ø
€la
€
[Mu¼x
majl-el
k-sa
ka
ja’]
IPFV¼CL
go-NM
A1-wash-B3
PREP
water
[Open-ended semi-circular gesture moving from bottom-up]
(then) I go to wash it close to the river'
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Fig. 6. Palm vertical and semi-circular gestures co-occurring with Perfective-based sequential predicate.

In this gesture the ﬁrst eventdexpressed as a perfective predicatedis spatialized as a deﬁnite point located at the centre of
the gestural space that can be “hit” by the speaker with repeated vertical strokes (the hand moves up and down twice, so the
abstract point is hit twice by the speaker). These vertical strokes are similar to “downward chopping gestures” (Cooperrider
~ ez, 2009: 192) or “relaxed karate-chop posture” gestures (Casasanto and Jasmin, 2012). By contrast, the second
and Nún
gesture, co-occurring with the imperfective clause “(then) I go to wash it in the river,” is an open-ended semi-circular gesture,
with a vertical orientation. It moves from bottom up, departing from the “perfective point,” and then tracing a half-moon in
the right-central-periphery area. In this case the semi-circular shape arguably represents simply movement ("going"), or an
open-ended, unﬁnished action, which, unlike the perfective, cannot be located at any particular point and can't be “hit,” but it
can be “traced.” This example illustrates that the gestures co-occurring with Perfective-based sequential predicates reﬂect not
so much the metaphorical mapping of time onto space, but rather, the aspectual semantics of the sentence: a qualitative
contrast between perfective, ﬁnished events that can be “hit,” “pointed at,” or “placed,” and imperfective, unﬁnished, unbounded events represented by open-ended, “tracing” movements which do not aim at hitting, placing, or pointing at a
particular point in space.
The ﬁnal example illustrates an Imperfective-based sequential predicate accompanied by another semi-circular gesture
form, but which does not depart from a speciﬁc point. In (18) the speaker explains to the author that when there is no corn,
she buys it at a store. In the preceding passage of this conversation, the author had been explaining to the Chol speaker that in
her home country there is not much corn. The Chol speaker is surprised, and replies that in the Chol area there is always corn.
In fact, corn is such a basic staple in the Maya area that a regular diet cannot be conceived of without it. For that reason, even
when “there is no corn” (due to occasional drought, or maybe because something went wrong with one's harvest, not due to a
general shortage of corn), you can always buy it from someone else, or at a store. In sentence (18), the departing event is not a
perfective predicate, as in (17), therefore we should not expect it to be represented in gesture as a point that can be “hit” by the
speaker. As shown in Fig. 7, the departing gesture, which co-occurs with an existential predicate, is a two-handed Palm
Presentation gesture (Kendon, 2004: 265), in which the open hands are held with both palms facing upwards, as if ready to
receive (or offer) something. This particular gesture is restricted in amplitude, as the speaker barely lifts both hands from her
lap, and brieﬂy holds them in supine position with her arms ﬂexed in front of her.

(18)

~ -Ø
[Mach¼ku
ba’-an
lak-ixim],
NEG¼AFF
NEG-EXT-B3
A1.PL.INCL-corn
[Two-handed Palm Presentation gesture]
’If/when there is no corn
€n
~ -Ø-la]
[Mi
k-ma
IPFV
A1-buy-B3-A1.PL.INCL
[Parabolic-shaped gesture moving from right-to-left]
we buy it’
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Fig. 7. Palm presentation and parabolic-shaped gestures co-occurring with Imperfective-based sequential predicate.

The second gesture traces an open-ended semi-circular shape, similarly to the one illustrated in Fig. 6, although in this
gesture, the movement goes from right-to-left. As the speaker says “we buy it,” she brings her right hand towards the left by
tracing a semi-circle; as the right hand approaches the left hand, she slightly lowers her left hand. One possible interpretation
is that the parabolic or semi-circular gesture could reﬂect a sequential connection between the departing situation (when
"there is no corn") and how it is resolved ("we buy it"). Another plausible interpretation, in line with what has been proposed
for example (16), could be that this gesture is coherent with the aspectual semantics of the imperfective predicate with which
it co-occurs. Because it is imperfective-based, unlike in (17), this gesture shows no “points” that can be “hit,” only movement
that can be “traced.”
6. Discussion: Series A and Series B temporal relations in Chol language and gesture
As we have seen, in Chol “Series A” and “Series B” temporal relationships can be optionally expressed by deictic temporal
adverbs and by sequential predicates respectively. Although deictic temporal adverbs are not grammatical tense, and are of
course optional, they express tense-like relationships between events, and they always have as a reference point the moment
of speech. Sequential predicates on the other hand express relationships between events ordering two or more events with
respect to each other, irrespectively of the moment of speech. In sequential predication one event acts as reference point for
the otherdMcTaggart called these “permanent” relationships between events, as opposed to the “shifting” type of reference
that naturally occurs when a deictic, ego-centric “here-now”, the moment of speech, is involved in the calculation of time.
Recent behavioral and gestural studies conducted with English speakers have proposed that the two different types of
temporal relationships proposed by McTaggart, “Series A” and “Series B,” map onto space via two different timelines or axes:
“Series A,” or deictic temporal relationshipsdpast/present/future conceptsdare gestured along the sagittal axis, whereas
“Series B,” non deictic temporal relationshipsdearlier/later sequential relationsdare gestured along the transversal axis
~ ez et al., 2009; Casasanto and Jasmin, 2012). But in Chol, unlike in languages which have mandatory tense, the distinction
(Nún
between deictic/non deictic temporal relationships is not manifest in a differential use of the sagittal/transversal timelines in
gesture. Furthermore, in deictic and non-deictic (sequential) temporal expressions in Chol behave rather differently in terms
of gesture occurrence. Deictic temporal adverbs rarely have accompanying gestures, and when they do, gesture content is not
related to temporal relationships. Sequential predicates, on the contrary, often have co-occurring gestures, such as different
types of pointing, gestures that iconically represent the content of speech, and, interestingly, gestures that reﬂect the
aspectual semantics of the predicates with which they co-occur.
A complex picture emerged when the gestural data were analyzed in light of the syntactic structure of the speech with
which they occur. The examples analyzed illustrated pointing gestures, gestures enacting different aspects of the content of
speech and different gestural forms of the Open Hand Prone and Open Hand Supine gesture families co-occurring with
predicates inﬂected for imperfective aspect. This is an interesting ﬁnding because, as Kendon argues, Open Hand Prone and
Open Hand Supine gestures have been widely documented in several parts of Europe and in the United States, but “whether
they are more widespread is a matter that remains to be investigated” (2004: 282). In Chol, these gestures seem to occur with
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imperfective predicates and even with the existential predicate, but not with perfectives. By contrast, one of the examples
discussed showed a clear contrast between a perfective predicate with co-occurring vertical strokes, and an imperfective
predicate with a co-occurring open-ended, tracing gesture. In this case it seemed as if there was a ﬁrst layer that represented
the act of “placing” an event; once this perfective, completed event has been “placed,” another event unfolds; the subsequent
event, which in the example we have seen was expressed with an imperfective predicate, was represented as an open-ended
movement. Instead of depicting the relative locations of temporal events along an axis or timeline, these temporal gestures
seem to reﬂect the aspectual semantics of the predicates with which they occur.
7. Conclusion: Time is not a line in Chol
Our overview of the different types of spontaneous gestures occurring with sequential predicates showed that in Chol
there is a lack of a consistent spatial pattern that shows arrangement of events in time. It could be argued that there is a
certain degree of spatialization insofar as the events expressed by perfective predicates can be depicted in gesture as "points"
that can be hit or pointed at by the speaker; However, these are not ﬁxed spatio-temporal locations like the left-right or backfront space-time mappings documented in tensed languages. These "points," rather than showing consistent arrangement of
several events along an axis or line, reﬂect the punctual semantics of the perfective predicates with which they occur. By
contrast, non perfective predicates are accompanied by a variety of gestural forms, like (spatial) pointing, gestures enacting
the content of speech, different Open Hand forms and semi-circles or parabolic-shaped gestures. None of these gesture units,
however, depicted a metaphoric mapping of temporal events along a timeline. If only physiological factors account for how
people think about time and temporal relationships between events, then it is difﬁcult to make sense of the Chol data, where
the metaphoric mapping of time onto space via timelines cannot be attested. What these gestures clearly show, however, is a
close connection between the speech and the mental imagery that activates the gestural representations. In Chol, a language
that does not have mandatory grammatical tense, even the expressions that use tense-like devices are not accompanied by
any kind of linear gestures. Simply put, the linear semantics of tense seems to be absent from Chol speakers' gestural
repertoire. The Chol data hence allow us, at the very least, to add a question mark next to conceptual metaphors such as “time
is a line”. For the Chol Maya, at least, it seems possible to argue that time may not be a line.
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